
YOUR FIRST FILM PRESENTATION
 
Point is to analyse a short piece of film (5 mins) in detail. But they do also ask that you show 
awareness of the film’s context.
 
First – introduce yourself and the film. Tell us very briefly which part of the film you are analysing. 
(‘I’ll be looking at the scene where Edward arrives at the family home. We see him enter the house, 
meet the family and go to his new bedroom.’ That’s enough.)
 
Start with context. Give yourself about 1/3 of the available time Just to talk about context.
 
CONTEXT
Might include:

 - GENRE (Is it a recognisable genre? Some films are, some aren’t. If so, what genre conventions 
are there in your extract?)
 - NATIONAL OR CULTURAL CONTEXT - Is it Argentinian? Do you know anything about 
Argentinian film?
 - HISTORICAL - Was it made during WW1? Has that affected the way the film is made?
 - AUTEUR - Has the director made other films? Is this one typical?
 - CRITICAL CONTEXT - Can you offer a couple of opinions that the reviewers gave on the film, 
and maybe say if you agree or not? Go to the film’s page on IMDB, look over to the menu on the 
left, click ‘Explore More.’ GO down to ‘Opinion’ and click ‘External.’ There are all the reviews you’ll 
need. Read ‘em all! They’ll help you form your own thoughts on the film.
NEXT - Explain why you chose this extract. Is it particularly typical of the film’s style? Is it an 
important moment in terms of character development or thematic development? Can you explain 
fairly precisely what made you choose the particular extract you did? 

DETAIL

 - You have focused mainly on cinematography so far, so it’s fine if that’s the focus of your 
discussion. What's the palette like? What tone does it create? What shots are commonly used? Is 
there a lit of camera movement? Are there visible genres signifiers in place? Any particular 
symbolic objects? Landscape shots? Shot reverse shot? Miss en scene? Composition?
  - You can also talk about editing. Fast, slow, SFX, continuity, montage…
 - Sound. Diegetic, non-diegetic, ambient, the musical soundtrack…
 - Narrative - Binary opposition, enigma, Proppsian archetypes, Todorovian (or non-Todorovian) 
structures, characterisation

Try to be analytical rather than descriptive.

Particularly for those who didn’t do GCSE, it is fine if all you are really talking about is 
cinematography. For everyone, you don’t need to research the national cinemas or anything like 
that, although you will probably be able to say something about context, depending on the film. 
(Can you link Edward Scissorhands to German Expressionism? Can you explain some historical 
context for Raise the Red Lantern?) But the focus sis definitely on:

DETAILED ANALYSIS
PREPARING A TALK SUFFICIENTLY WELL THAT YOU CAN ACTUALLY RECORD IT IN ONE 
TAKE.


